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  HIGH COURT FORM NO (J) 2 

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT 

District : Sonitpur 

IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO 1, TEZPUR , SONITPUR 

PRESENT---- Aklima Begum, AJS 

   Munsiff No1,  

Sonitpur, Tezpur 

Friday,  the 27th  day of January 2017 

  Title Suit No 64/2013 

(a) Smti. Lizamoni Borah 

W/O Late Umesh Chandra Borah 

(b) Ms.Nikimoni Borah 

D/O Late Umesh Chandra Borah 

(c) Sri Aditya Kashyap 

S/OLate Umesh Chandra Borah 

(d) Sri Gopal Bora 

          S/O Late Kesharam Borah 

(e) Sri Suren Borah. 

            S/O Late Kesharam Borah 

........................Plaintiff 

                    -Versus- 

1. Sri.GobinKeot 
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2. Sri.BijoyKeot 

3. Sri.DipankarKeot 

4. Sri SouravKeot 

......................Defendant 

This suit coming on final hearing on 9-1-2017 in presence of  

Advocate for the plaintiff.......... Mr. N Sarma and others           

Advocate for the defendant.......Mr. F. Hoque and others. 

And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the following 

judgment:- 

J U D G M E N T 

1)  The plaintiff has filed this suit seeking declaration of right, title and interest 

over schedule land A and schedule B and for confirmation of possession . 

 

2) The Plaintiff’s case in brief is that Kehoram Borah, S/O Late Denai 

Borah(Keot) was the actual owner and seized and possessed of the 

land measuring 1 katha, 5 Lessas  from his share out of 2 Bigha 3 Lessas 

covered under the Dag no.13 of the Periodic Patta no.23 of village Da-

Ati, Mouza Bhairapad,Tezpur, District, Sonitpur, fully described in the 

Schedule, which he gifted to his nephew plaintiff Sri Umesh Chandra 

Borah,S/O Late Kesharam Borah(Keot)by executing a Gift Deed 

bearing Registered Gift Deed No.356 for the year 1993 dated 

02.03.1993 and the donee Sri Umesh Chandra Borah accepted the same 

together with delivery of possession thereof by putting his signature in the 

said registered gift deed. Thereafter, plaintiff mutated his name on 

04.03.1993 in the record of right and has been exclusively possessing and 

enjoying the suit land by regularly paying up to date land revenue thereof as 

the sole and lawful owner thereof. 
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3) It is further stated that after taking physical possession of the gifted suit land 

vide above registered Gift Deed No.365 for 1993 dated 02.03.1993, the 

plaintiff enfenced the suit land, the same being land of Bari Classification and 

planted betel nut trees, banana trees and has been exclusively possessing the 

suit land by cultivating master seeds thereon as the exclusive and lawful 

owner thereof. The plaintiff being a Govt. employee has to roam about in 

different places of his posting for which he has to remain out of home of 

Tezpur most of times.  But now , the plaintiff is residing at his above Da-

Parbatia, Sakarchuburi residence near the suit land.  

 

4) It is further stated that on 16.05.2013 in the morning at about 9.30 a.m. the 

defendants armed with lathi and deadly weapons forcibly tried to trespass into 

the suit land with a view to taking forcible possession thereof and while the 

plaintiff went to the suit land and restrained the defendants desisting from 

committing trespass into the suit land and encroaching the same by force, the 

defendants rushed towards the plaintiff to assault him with deadly weapons in 

their hands by using filthy language and committed criminal intimidation in a 

concerted manner endangering his life, whereupon he was compelled to leave 

the place for fear of his life and went to his office asking his wife to intimate 

any untoward action that may be caused by the defendants in respect of the 

suit land.  

 

5) After sometime the plaintiff’s wife informed the plaintiff over phone that the 

defendants came to the residence of the plaintiff and again committed 

criminal intimidation using threat and filthy language. The plaintiff 

immediately on 16.05.2013 lodged a written FIR dated 16.05.2013 lodged a 

written FIR dated 16.05.2013 against the defendants intimidating the above 

criminal acts  of criminal intimidation and threatened act of attempted 

trespass into the suit land by use of force praying to investigate the matter 

and to take proper action against the defendants in respect of the above 

offence committed by them. On receiving the FIR the police of Lalmati Police 

outpost immediately went to the place of occurrence and directed the 

defendants to go away from the suit land and from committing any criminal 
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acts relating to the suit land, whereupon the defendants left the place. On 

01.06.2013 the defendants armed with deadly weapons again tried to trespass 

into the suit land and to take forcible possession ,whereupon the plaintiff 

chased and driven away from the suit land and the plaintiff has been 

somehow keeping the suit land under his exclusive possession up to date 

resisting the defendants from committing illegal trespass into the suit land. It 

is also submitted that the defendants are men of desperate nature and it has 

become necessary to pass decree for declaration of right, title and interest of 

the plaintiff over the suit land with consequential relief of conformation of his 

possession therein due to recurrent acts of threatened trespass into the suit 

land and due to severe criminal acts and threatened invasion of the plaintiff’s 

right, title and possession over the suit land. 

 

6) Defendant’s version (Defendant no 1 and 3): 

The  defendant no 1 and 3  have contested the suit by filing written statement 

wherein it is stated that the present suit of the plaintiff is not maintainable as 

no cause of action for the suit arose on 16.05.2013 or 01.06.2013 or on any 

date whatsoever before or after these dates hence the suit of the plaintiff is 

liable to be dismissed for lack of cause action. The suit of the plaintiff is not 

properly valued nor appropriate court  fees has been paid, hence the suit is 

liable to be dismissed. It is stated that the defendants have no comments 

about the share of land of late Kehoram Borah under the Dag no.13 

of P.P.No 23 of Village Da-Aati, Mouza-Bhairapad and the defendants 

also deny the execution of any Gift Deed in favour of the plaintiff by 

Late Kehoram Borah as described by the plaintiff. Similarly, the 

defendants also deny about taking possession of the suit land and having 

planted Betel nut and banana trees and of having been exclusively possessing 

the suit land by cultivating Mustard seeds as exclusive and lawful owner 

thereof. 

 

7) The defendant no 1 and 3 have further stated that the plaintiff had never 

been in possession of the suit land in any manner and defendants are 

possessing and farming the suit land continuously from the end of the year 
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2004. They also submitted that on 16.05.2013 at about 10.15 hours the 

defendant no.1 was as usual busy in constructing and repairing the temporary 

farm house by changing its bamboo post which is used as a place of rest and 

as a store house cum temporary Kitchen for the purpose of cultivating of 

Striped Guard (Jika) in the suit land with the help of two daily paid labourers. 

At that time for the first time the plaintiff came in a motor cycle and he 

entered the suit land opening the bamboo gate and asked the defendant no.1 

without any rhyme or reason saying for the first time that the suit land 

belongs to him which he got under a Gift Deed. This matter of trespass and 

assault was informed to the local police by defendant no.1 by filing an F.I.R. 

The defendants never intimidated or threatened the plaintiff in any manner 

nor they had trespassed into the suit land as falsely stated and as averred in 

the plaint. The facts are actually the other way round and no question of 

forcible possession has ever arisen as because the answering defendants have 

been in peaceful possession of the suit land from the end of the year 2004 

and averments of the plaintiff that the he has been somehow keeping the suit 

and under his exclusive possession up to date from committing illegal trespass 

etc are all false. Hence, these are strongly denied by answering defendants. It 

is also submitted that the defendants are peaceful and law abiding citizens 

and they never indulged in any criminal act in the past nor there is question of 

threat of invasion of any kind as the plaintiff does not have any possession at 

all over the suit land or any part thereof. Hence, the question of awarding a 

decree of permanent injunction does not arise at all.  

 

8) It is stated that the suit filed by the plaintiff is not sustainable and not 

maintainable at all for the serious flaw of non Joinder of necessary parties and 

Mis Joinder of unnecessary parties as because the defendant no 2 ad 3 are 

neither a proper party nor a necessary party to the suit. Moreover, the 

plaintiffs has not joined any of the surviving heirs of Late Kehoram Borah, who 

according to the plaintiff had executed a so called gift deed in favour of the 

plaintiff vide Registered Gift Deed no 356 dated 02/03/1993. Although Late 

Kehoram Borah had a son named Mohan Borah and he survives by his wife 

Smt. Hareswari Borah.Late Mohan Borah @Bhola Borah also had two sons 
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viz.Sri Jogen Borah and Sri Joon Borah. As the plaintiff claims to have derived 

his interest over the land allegedly gifted by Late Kehoram Borah during his 

lifetime so it is mandate of law that his legal heirs and successors or his direct 

descendants should have been joined as parties to the present suit and in 

their absence the matter cannot be adjudicated and a judicious decision 

cannot be arrived at. The case of the plaintiff is not at all sustainable in as 

much as the plaintiff had admittedly got land gifted under the Dag No.13 of 

old P.P.No.23 of village Da-Ati,Mouza-Bhairapad,Tezpur,Dist-Sonitpur,Assam, 

which is not the suit land.   

 

9) If at all the plaintiff had acquired one(1) katha five (5) lessas of land under 

the so called gift deed then the same lies in a different plot and location of 

which the plaintiff is not possessed of. The land described in the schedule of 

the plaint is a different piece of land which belongs to Dag no.60(old) and 

63(new)of the old Periodic Patta No.23 which has never been in possession of 

the plaintiff at any time before or after filing of the plaint. As a matter of fact 

the land described in the schedule of the plaint being a part and parcel of the 

3 (three) katha and 14 (fourteen) Lessas of land covered under 

P.P.No.23(old)and Dag no 60(Old) of Vill-Da-Ati, Mouza-Bhairapad, Dist-

Sonitpiur, Assam originally belonged to Late Kehoram Keot @ Borah, Late 

KeshoramKeot @Borah and late Ghonoram Keot @Borah all sons of late Dinai 

Keot @Borah each of them having share and possession over 1/3rd portion of 

land under the said Dag and Patta. Upon death of late Kehoram Borah 

his 1/3rd share of the said plot of the land under the said Dag and 

Patta measuring more or less 1(one) Katha 4.5(four and half) Lessas 

was devised on his only son Mohan Borah and he being seized and 

possessed of the said 1(one)katha 4.5(four and half)Lessas of land 

and sold it during his lifetime to the defendant No.1 for a valuable 

consideration of  Rs.66,000/-(Sixty six Thousand)only by executing 

an unregistered Sale Deed on 25/12/2004 in presence of witnesses 

including his own son Shri Jogen Borah. The other 2/3rd of the land 

under the said Dag and Patta is being possessed and occupied by Shri Suren 

Borah S/O Late Ghana Borah and by Shri Gopal Borah S/O Late Keshoram 
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Borah the other two brothers of late Kehoram Borah. After purchase of the 

land under the said unregistered Sale Deed the defendant no.1 had taken 

possession thereof by the end of the year 2004 by putting boundary pillars 

and en-fencing it with bamboo fence and also the defendant no 1 and his 

family members have been in continuous possession thereof without any 

interference or interrupting from anybody whatsoever. The defendant had 

also filled up about 30 truckloads of earth on the suit land intermittently by 

hiring trucks in the past. The defendants has money receipts from the owner 

of the truck hired for such purpose, the last such filling was done in march 

2013.The defendant had also constructed a farm house of temporary nature 

for his use during cultivation of seasonal and other crops and he has also 

planted Betel nut and other plants over the years of his possession of the suit 

land. He has been paying land revenue of the said land through the medium 

of joint owners of the said Periodic Patta No.23(old)and 265(new).The plaintiff 

wrongly described the suit land in the schedule of the plaint and that is so 

because the plaintiff has never been in possession of the land which he 

allegedly got if any under the said so called Gift Deed.  

 

Hence, the defendant no 1 and 3 have prayed for dismissal of the suit. 

 

10) The suit proceeded ex-parte against the defendant  no 2 since he did not 

appear in-spite of service of summon.  

 

11) After going through the pleading of both parties following issues  were framed 

by my learned predecessor. 

ISSUES 

1)  Whether there is any cause of action for the suit? 

2)  Whether the suit is maintainable in its present form? 

3)  Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder or mis-joinder of 

parties? 

4) Whether the gift deed bearing registered gift deed no.356 

dated 02.03.1993 was executed by Late Kehoram Borah 
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conveying the suit land in favour of the plaintiff Late 

Umesh Chandra Borah(since deceased)? 

 

5) Whether the plaintiff/s are entitled to the relief prayed for 

or any other relief or reliefs?  

The plaintiff side adduced evidence of 2 PWs and has exhibited some 

documents in support of their case.  

The defendant side has adduced evidence of two DWs in support of their case 

and has exhibited any documents.  

I have heard the arguments advanced by the learned counsel for the plaintiff 

and defendant and perused the material on record. The material on record 

and submission made on behalf of the plaintiff have received due 

consideration of this court. 

12) Discussion, Decision and Reason thereof 

13) Issue no 1 :- Whether there is any cause of action for the suit? 

The defendant no 1 and 3 in the written statement has claimed that there is no 

cause of action for the suit. Cause of action is nothing but bundle of fact which 

is asserted by one party and denied by other. The plaintiff has claimed title over 

suit A and B land on the basis of gift deed. The plaintiff has claimed that 

Kehoram Keot being owner of suit land , has gifted the same to plaintiff by 

executing a registered Gift Deed bearing no  356 of 1993. Refuting the claim of 

plaintiff , the defendant has denied title of plaintiff over suit land and claimed 

that  no gift deed was executed by Kehoram Keot in favour of plaintiff and that 

defendants are in possession of suit land. It is also claimed by defendant that 

As a matter of fact the land described in the schedule of the plaint being a part 

and parcel of the3 (three) katha and 14 (fourteen) Lessas of land covered 

under P.P.No.23(old)and Dag no 60(Old) of Vill-Da-Ati,Mouza-Bhairapad,Dist-

Sonitpiur, Assam originally belonged to Late Kehoram Keot @ Borah, Late 

KeshoramKeot @Borah and late Ghonoram Keot @Borah all sons of late 

DinaiKeot @Borah each of them having share and possession over 1/3rd portion 

of land under the said Dag and Patta. Upon death of late Kehoram Borah 
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his 1/3rd share of the said plot of the land under the said Dag and 

Patta measuring more or less 1(one) Katha 4.5(four and half) Lessas 

was devised on his only son Mohan Borah and he being seized and 

possessed of the said 1(one)katha 4.5(four and half)Lessas of land 

and sold it during his lifetime to the defendant No.1 for a valuable 

consideration of  Rs.66,000/-(Sixty six Thousand)only by executing 

an unregistered Sale Deed on 25/12/2004 in presence of witnesses 

including his own son Shri Jogen Borah.   As stated above cause of action 

is nothing but bundle of facts which is asserted by one and denied by other . 

From the assertion and denial made by plaintiff and defendant , as stated 

above, this Court is of the opinion that there is cause of action for the suit 

 

This issue  no 1 is  decided in affirmative. 

 

14) Issue No 2 -: Whether the suit is maintainable ? 

 

The defendant challenged the maintainability of the suit in his written 

statement and simply stated that the suit is not maintainable as no cause of 

action for the suit arose on 16.05.2013 or 01.06.2013. Cause of action is 

nothing but bundle of facts which is asserted by one party and denied by 

others. In the present case though the defendant has challenged the 

maintainability of suit on the ground of absence of action of action but in issue 

no 1 this Court has already held that there is cause of action for the suit. 

Hence the plea of defendants is not sustainable. Moreover, maintainability of 

suit depend upon pleadings of parties. The plaintiff has filed this suit seeking 

declaration of his right, title and interest over suit land. . The pleadings of the 

parties do not disclose any procedural defect barring the jurisdiction of this 

court to try this suit. Therefore this Court is of the considered opinion that this 

suit is maintainable in its present form. 

 

Accordingly issue No (2) is decided in affirmative in favour of the plaintiff. 
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15) Issue no 3 :- Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder or mis-joinder 

of parties? 

 

In written statement the defendants have stated that suit is bad for non 

Joinder of necessary parties and mis Joinder of unnecessary parties as 

because the defendant no 2 ad 3 are neither a proper party nor a necessary 

party to the suit. However from the pleading it appears that plaintiff has 

claimed that defendant including defendant no 2 and 3 have forcibly tried to 

trespass upon the suit land as such said defendant no 2 and 3 are necessary 

parties in absence of whom no effective order can be passed.  Moreover, the 

defendant have claimed that the plaintiff has not joined any of the surviving 

heirs of Late Kehoram Borah, who according to the plaintiff had executed a so 

called gift deed in favour of the plaintiff vide Registered Gift Deed no 356 

dated 02/03/1993 although Late Kehoram Borah had wife namely Smt 

Hareswari Borah and a son named Mohan Borah ( since deceased) who also 

had two sons viz Sri Jogen Borah and Sri Joon Borah. It is stated that  the 

plaintiff claims to have derived his interest over the land allegedly gifted by 

Late Kehoram Borah during his lifetime so it is mandate of law that his legal 

heirs and successors or his direct descendants should have been joined as 

parties to the present suit and in their absence the matter cannot be 

adjudicated and a judicious decision cannot be arrived at. However, from the 

pleading it appears that the plaintiff has not claimed any relief against the 

donor and his legal heirs. The allegation has been made against the 

defendants claiming that the defendant have been trying to encroach upon 

the suit land without having any right, title and interest. Since no relief is 

claimed against the legal heir of Late Kehoram Keot as such in my considered  

view the legal heirs f Late Kehoram Keot  are not necessary party . At best 

they can be proper party who presence is not necessary for passing effective 

Order. Moreover since the plaintiff has alleged that defendant have trespassed 

in to suit land hence in my considered view the defendant are necessary party 

Since in absence of legal heir of Kehoram Keot effective order can be passed 

by this Court as such in my considered view the suit is not bad for non joinder 

of legal heir of Late Kehoram Keot. 
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This issue no 3 is decided in negative. 

16) Issue No 4:- Whether the gift deed bearing registered gift deed no. 

356 dated 02.03.1993 was executed by Late Kehoram Borah 

conveying the suit land in favour of the plaintiff Late Umesh Chandra 

Borah(since deceased)? 

 

The amended plaint consists of two schedule land  viz 

 

 Schedule A land :- land measuring 1 katha 5 Lessas covered by 

P.P.No.23 under Dag No.13 of Da- Ati Village. 

 

 Schedule B :- land measuring under the Dag no 60 Patta no 23 of 

Da-Ati village. 

 

From the relief portion it appears that the plaintiff has claimed his right title 

and interest and confirmation of possession over schedule lands under dag no 

13 and 60  of P.P no 23.  The plaintiff in his plaint has claimed that Late 

Kehoram Keot has gifted the suit land to him by executing Gift deed bearing 

no 356 dated 2.3.1993.  It is also claimed that that defendant without having 

right has been trying to possess the suit land. Per contra the defendant had 

denied the execution of any Gift deed in favour of plaintiff by Kehoram Keot. 

Section 101 of Indian Evidence Act provides that whoever desires 

any court to give judgment as to any legal right or liability 

dependant on the existence of facts which he asserts must prove 

that those facts exists. When a person is bound to prove existence of 

any facts, it is said that the burden of proof lies on that person. 

 

Section 102 of Indian Evidence Act provide that the burden of proof in a 

suit or proceeding lies on that person who would fail if no evidence 

at all were  given on either side.  
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Since the plaintiff is seeking right title and interest over suit land on 

the basis of Gift deed bearing no 356 of 1993 hence as per section 

101 and 102 of Evidence Act the burden of proving the execution of 

gift deed lies on plaintiff  who has to prove the due execution of Gift 

deed as per section law.  

17)  To substantiate the claim, the plaintiff no 2 has examined him as 

PW 1 who in his evidence has deposed that plaintiff have right, tile 

and interest over suit land. PW 1 has deposed that Late Kehoram 

Borah, S/O Late Denai Borah(Keot) was the actual owner and seized and 

possessed of the land measuring 1 katha,5 Lessas from his share out of 2 

Bigha 3 Lessas covered under the Dag no.13 of the Periodic Patta no.23 

of village Da-Ati, Mouza Bhairapad,Tezpur, District, Sonitpur, fully described 

in the schedule, which he gifted to his nephew plaintiff Sri Umesh Chandra 

Borah,S/O Late Kesharam Borah(Keot)by executing a Gift Deed bearing 

Registered Gift Deed No.356 for the year 1993 dated 02.03.1993 and 

the donee Sri Umesh Chandra Borah accepted the same together 

with delivery of possession thereof by putting his signature in the 

said registered gift deed. Thereafter, plaintiff mutated his name on 

04.03.1993 in the record of right and has been exclusively possessing and 

enjoying the suit land by regularly paying up to date land revenue thereof as 

the sole and lawful owner thereof. 

The PW 1 has exhibited the Gift deed no 356 of 1993 as Ext 1. I have perused 

that Ext 1 , Gift Deed no 356 of 1993 from comprises of the schedule as 

follows‖ All the part and parcel of land measuring 1 kathas 5 lessas 

from my share out of 2 bigha 3 lessas covered by PP No 23 dag no 13 

bounded by North:- Sri Padum Patangia, South Sri Kesharam Bora , 

East Hemadhar Bora West Public Path . 

The defendants in cross examination has failed to shake the credibility of PW 

1 regarding execution of Ext 1 by Kehoram Keot in favour of plaintiff. 

Defendant failed to elicit anything from PW 1 to show that Kehoram Keot has 
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not executed the Ext 1, Gift Deed in favour of Plaintiff.  Not a single 

suggestion has been put to PW 1 by defendant denying the execution of Ext 1 

by Kehoram. The defendant has not disputed the signature put on Ext 1 by 

Kehoram Keot.  From the suggestion put to PW 1 it transpires that the main 

plea of defendant is that gifted land and suit land are different and not same 

from which it can be said that defendant impliedly admitted the execution of  

Gift deed no 356 of 1993.  The evidence of PW 1 regarding execution of Ext 1 

by Kehoram Keot remained un-assailed and intact.  

The plaintiff has examined Mahesh Keot as PW 2 who in his evidence as 

deposed that Kehoram Keot has  executed Ext 1 , Gift deed no 356 of 1993 in 

favour of plaintiff. The defendants in cross examination has failed to shake the 

credibility of PW 2 regarding execution of Ext 1 by Kehoram Keot in favour of 

plaintiff. Defendant failed to elicit anything from PW 2 to show that Kehoram 

Keot has not executed the Ext 1, Gift Deed in favour of Plaintiff.  Not a single 

suggestion has been put to PW 2 by defendant denying the execution of Ext 1 

by Kehoram. The defendant has not disputed the signature of Kehoram Keot 

put on Ext 1 by Kehoram Keot.  From the suggestion put to PW 1 it transpires 

that the main plea of defendant is that gifted land and suit land are different 

and not same.  From the suggestion put to PW 1 it transpires that the main 

plea of defendant is that gifted land and suit land are different and not same 

from which it can be said that defendant impliedly admitted the execution of  

Gift deed no 356 of 1993. The evidence of PW 2 regarding execution of Ext 1 

by Kehoram Keot remained un-assailed and intact.  

The DW 1 also in his evidence  has deposed nothing denying the execution of 

Gift deed no 356 of 1993 rather he his evidence DW 1 has deposed that that 

he has no knowledge about any gift deed executed by any donor in favour of 

plaintiff but admittedly the said land if any gifted to said Umesh Borah , the 

deceased plaintiff then same lies under dag no 13 and patta no 23 of Village 

Da – Ati and not under dag no 60 which is a different land. From the above 

evidence also it can be held that defendant in his evidence as DW 1 has 

impliedly admitted the execution of Ext 1 Gift Deed.  
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The DW 2 and DW 3 also in her evidence has deposed nothing denying the 

execution of Gift deed no 356 of 1993 rather he his evidence DW 2  has 

deposed that that he has no knowledge about any gift deed executed by any 

donor in favour of plaintiff but admittedly the said land if any gifted to said 

Umesh Borah , the deceased plaintiff them same lies under dag no 13 and 

patta no 23 of Village Da – Ati and not under dag no 60 which is a different 

land. From the above evidence also it can be held that defendant in his 

evidence as DW 2 has impliedly admittedly the execution of Ext 1 Gift Deed. 

In the present case, the plaintiff has examined PW 1 and 2 in support of his 

pleading that Kehoram Keot has executed Gift Deed no 356 of 1993 in favour 

of plaintiff.  Ext 1 shows that PW 1 and PW 2 are not an attesting witness to 

Ext 1. PW 1 and PW 2 in their cross examination has stated that they are not 

an attesting witness to Ext 1. 

Section 61 of Indian Evidence Act provides that contents of documents may 

be proved by either by primary or secondary evidence. In the present case 

primary evidence i.e the document i.e Gift Deed no 356 of 1993 itself is 

produced by plaintiff as Ext 1.  Since the execution of Ext 1 is in dispute as 

such the plaintiff has to prove due execution of Ext 1 as per section 67 of 

Indian Evidence Act which provides that ― If a document is alleged to be 

singed or to have been written wholly or in part by any person, the signature 

or the handwriting of so much of the documents as is alleged to be in that 

person’s handwriting must be proved to be in his handwriting.    

Section 68 of Evidence Act provides that ―if the document is required by law 

to be attested , it shall not be used as evidence until one attesting witness at 

least has been called for the purpose of proving its execution , if there be an 

attesting witness alive and subject to the process of the Court and capable of 

giving evidence.  

Provided that it shall not be necessary to call n attesting witness in proof of 

execution of any document , not being a Will, which has been registered in 

accordance with the provisions 1908 unless its execution by the person by 

whom it purports to have been executed is specifically denied. 
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The Gift Deed is required to be registered as such as per section 68 of 

Evidence Act at least one attesting witness is required to be examined to 

prove its execution. However , From the record and Ext  1 it appears that the 

defendant has not challenged the registration of the Gift deed no 356 of 1993. 

Ext 1 shows that same is registered as per provision of Indian Registration 

Act. Moreover, the execution of Ext 1 is not specifically disputed by the person 

who has executed the Gift deed no 356 of 1993 i.e Kehoram Keot. As such in 

view of the proviso to section 68 of Indian Evidence Act attesting witness is 

not necessary to be examined in proof of execution of Ext 1.  

The plaintiff by adducing evidence of PW 1 and PW 2 who are not attesting 

witness, and also exhibiting the Original Gift deed no 356 of 1993 as Ext 1 

have  proved that Kehoram Keot has executed Gift Deed no 356 of 1993 in 

favour of plaintiff in respect of schedule A land which remained intact  as 

discussed herein above. On the other hand the defendant by evidence of DWs 

and by cross examining the PWs failed to rebut the evidence of PWs regarding 

execution of Ext 1 in favour of plaintiff. Hence , considering the evidence 

of plaintiff and defendant  this Court held that Kehoram Keot has 

executed Ext 1, in favour of plaintiff regarding schedule A under dag 

no 13 P.P no 23. 

The PW 1 in his evidence has claimed after execution of Gift deed no 356 of 

1993 the plaintiff has taken possession and mutated his name land under gift 

which fortified by Ext 2. The defendant failed to rebut the claim of plaintiff 

regarding mutation of suit A land in favour of plaintiff. Since the land has been 

mutated in the name of deceased plaintiff as such in my  that considered view 

it can be said that  the Ext 1 was accepted by the deceased plaintiff.  

 

18) The Plaintiff in the plaint has claimed that after execution of Gift Deed, 

plaintiff mutated his name on 04.03.1993 in the record of right and has been 

exclusively possessing and enjoying the suit land by regularly paying up to 

date land revenue thereof as the sole and lawful owner thereof. However, the 

plaintiff has exhibited only one land revenue receipt . PW 1 admitted that Ext 

3 is only for one year. The PW 1 also admitted that the plaintiff has not taken 
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possession of gifted land soon after the execution of Gift and he went to take 

possession of suit land later on for which the fight ensured between them. 

From the above it is evident that the plaintiff has claimed that he has been 

possessing the land which was gifted under gift  deed i.e land under dag no 

13 P.P no 23 i.e schedule A land. No pleading is found stating that he has 

been possessing land under dag no 60 P.P no 23 of Village Da-Ali.  The 

defendant have not claimed to have possessed land under dag no 13 P.P no 

23. Instead the defendant have claimed that they are possessing the suit land 

under dag no 60 P.P no 23 which has been purchased by them from Son of 

Kehoram Bora Vide unregistered sale deed.  The PW 2 in his cross 

examination has admitted that prior to 16.5.2013 the defendant has been  

cultivating the suit land measuring 1 katha 4 ½ lessas which is schedule B 

land. PW 1 also in his cross examination has admitted that defendant  has 

been possessing the land under dag no 60 P.P no 23.  PW 1 also admitted 

that there is chali ghar in suit land and defendant has been cultivating 

stripped gourd on suit land.  Moreover, since the defendant have claimed that 

they are in possession of suit land under dag no 60 P.P no 23 as such in 

absence of any pleading of plaintiff and  in view of the admission of PW 1 to 

the effect that defendant has been possession the suit I  am of the opinion 

that plaintiff has not been possessing land under dag no 60 and same has 

been possessed by defendant. From the above admission made by PW 1 and 

PW 2 in their cross examination it has become evidence that defendant has 

been possessing the suit B land prior to 16.3.203 and thereafter as well.  

 

19)  Since the defendant has not claimed to have been in possession of land 

under dag no 13 P.P no 23 as such I don’t find any embellishment in the 

averment that plaintiff has taken possession of land under gift deed i.e 

schedule A land under dag no 13 P.P no 23. Again,  the defendant has not 

claimed to have possessed land under dag no 13 P.P no 23 and there is no 

pleading and evidence of defendants in respect of possession of schedule A 

land by defendant , as such in view of the evidence of PWs and Ext 3 I don’t 

find any embellishment in the evidence that plaintiff has been possessing land 

under dag no 13 P.P no 23 i.e schedule A land.  
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20) It is pertinent to mentioned that as per section 123 of Transfer of Property 

Act, delivery of possession is not an essential to validate any gift deed. Since 

the parties are governed by Hindu laws as such section 123 of Transfer of 

Property Acts will be applicable and delivery or non delivery of possession will 

not invalidate any gift deed which fulfils the requirement of laws. As such 

even if it is presumed that plaintiff has not been in possession of suit land 

under dag no 13  P.P no 23 then also  same will not invalidate the Ext 1 in 

view of the section 123 of Transfer of Property Act. However, as discussed 

above, , since the defendant have claimed that they are in possession of suit 

land under dag no 60 P.P no 23 as such in absence of any pleading of plaintiff 

and  in view of the admission of PW 1 to the effect that defendant has been 

possession the suit I  am of the opinion that plaintiff has not been possessing 

land under dag no 60 and same has been possessed by defendant. Again,  the 

defendant has not claimed to have possessed land under dag no 13 P.P no 23 

and there is no pleading and evidence of defendants in respect of possession 

of schedule A land by defendant , as such in view of the evidence of PWs and 

Ext 3 I don’t find any embellishment in the evidence that plaintiff has been 

possessing land under dag no 13 P.P no 23 i.e schedule A land. 

 

In view of the above discussion this Court is of the opinion that the plaintiff by 

adducing evidence of PW 1 and PW 2 who are not attesting witness, and also 

exhibiting the Original Gift deed no 356 of 1993 as Ext 1 have  proved that 

Kehoram Keot has executed Gift Deed no 356 of 1993 in favour of plaintiff in 

respect of schedule A land which remained intact  as discussed herein above. 

On the other hand the defendant by evidence of DWs and by cross examining 

the PWs failed to rebut the evidence of PWs regarding execution of Ext 1 in 

favour of plaintiff. Hence , considering the evidence of plaintiff and 

defendant  this Court held that Kehoram Keot has executed Ext 1, in 

favour of plaintiff regarding schedule A under dag no 13 P.P no 23. 

 

21) Though in relief part of plaint, the plaintiff has sought , right title and interest 

and possession over schedule B land but the pleading and evidence of Plaintiff 
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is silent as to how he has acquired title over schedule B land. There is no iota 

of pleading except the relief portion as to how he had acquired title and 

possession  over schedule B land under dag no 60 P.P no 23.  Accordingly 

there is no evidence from the side of plaintiff to prove title and possession of 

plaintiff over schedule B land under dag no 60. The pleading of plaintiff only 

revolved round execution of Ext 1, Gift deed 356 of 1993 in respect of dag no 

13 P.P no 23 and taking possession of land under gift deed no 356 of 1993. 

There is no evidence showing that when and how plaintiff has taken 

possession of schedule land. However , the plaintiff has not exhibited any  

deed pertaining to schedule dag no 60 and P.P no 23 which is schedule B 

land. Ext 1 relates to schedule A land and not schedule B land.  The PW 1 in 

his cross examination has deposed that amended plaint has two schedule , 

Schedule  A is the gifted land to the plaintiff . In cross, PW 1 also deposed 

that they have claimed title over land under dag no 60 P.P no 23. It is also 

admitted that land under dag no 13 and dag no 60  are different land. It is 

also admitted that schedule in Gift deed is under dag no 13 P.P no 23 and as 

per entry in Ext 2 the name of plaintiff has been mutated in 1 katha 5 lessas 

of land of dag no 13 patta no 23. It is admitted that by filing amendment 

plaint they have claimed land measuring 1 katha 4 ½ lessas under dag no 60 

P.P no 23.  The pleading of plaintiff disclosed nothing as to execution of Ext 1 

in respect of Schedule B land under dag no 60. Regarding this land under 

Schedule B of the plaint PW 2 deposed that this land is their ancestral 

property. However, there is no leading in regarding above evidence. As such 

same is beyond pleading and cannot be looked into.  The Besides the DW 1 

and DW 2 and DW 3 in their evidence has deposed that plaintiff have no right 

to over schedule B  land under dag no 60 P.P no 23. The plaintiff in cross 

examination of DWs has failed to elicit anything to show that plaintiff has right 

, title and interest over schedule B under dag no 60 P.P no 23.  

 

22) The defendant in written statement , claimed that land covered under 

P.P.No.23(old)and Dag no 60(Old) of Vill-Da-Ati, Mouza-Bhairapad, Dist-

Sonitpiur, Assam originally belonged to Late Kehoram Keot @ Borah, Late 

KeshoramKeot @Borah and late Ghonoram Keot @Borah all sons of late Dinai 
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Keot @Borah each of them having share and possession over 1/3rd portion of 

land under the said Dag and Patta. Upon death of late Kehoram Borah 

his 1/3rd share of the said plot of the land under the said Dag and 

Patta measuring more or less 1(one) Katha 4.5(four and half) Lessas 

was devised on his only son Mohan Borah and he being seized and 

possessed of the said 1(one)katha 4.5(four and half)Lessas of land 

and sold it during his lifetime to the defendant No.1 for a valuable 

consideration of  Rs.66,000/-(Sixty six Thousand)only by executing 

an unregistered Sale Deed on 25/12/2004 in presence of witnesses 

including his own son Shri Jogen Borah. The other 2/3rd of the land 

under the said Dag and Patta.  

The defendant has adduced his evidence as DW 1 who in his evidence has 

exhibited the following documents:-  

Ext A Money receipt dated 10/11/2004  

Ext A(1) thumb impression of Mohan Bora  

Ext A(2) signature of Jogen Bora 

Ext B unregistered sale deed  dated 25/12/2004  

Ext B(1) signature of Mohan Bora 

Ext B(2) signature of Jogen Bora 

Ext C money receipt dated 5/2/2008 

Ext C(1) signature of Shailendra Bora 

Ext D money receipt dated 25/3/2013. 

The DW 1 in his cross examination has deposed that  he has filed Ext A to Ext 

D(1) along with his evidence without taking any leave form this Court. DW2, 

Jubuli Bora deposed that Ext B was taken from court and was shown to him. 

In which date it was made she does not know but it was in the year of 2004. 

It was unregistered sale deed. But that deed is not registered even after 11 
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years. The Ext B is taken from clerk and at that time she was at home. The 

Ext B was taken from court and was shown to her. In which date it was made 

she does not know but it was in the year of 2004.  

DW3, Sri Mridul Kumar Bora deposed that he knows that the suit land is 

bought by the defendant in the year of 2004. But till now that deed of sale is 

not registered. He denied the suggestion that as the deed of sale is not 

registered therefore, defendant is not in possession of the land. 

The learned counsel or the plaintiff during argument has submitted that since 

the Ext A to Ext D(1) have been filed without leave of this Court a such said 

documents are not admissible in evidence and cannot be looked into. 

 

As per record no leave was taken for filing Ext A to Ext D(1). As per Rule 

1A of Order VIII Defendant is obliged not only to give a list of 

documents relied by him but also to produce the documents in 

the Court and deliver copies thereof, at the time of presentation 

of his written statement, Sub-rule (3) of Rule 1A of Order VIII 

bars the Defendant from producing such document which is 

not so produced and such document shall not be received in 

evidence on behalf of the Defendant at the time of hearing 

of the suit without leave of the Court. 

Since admittedly Ext A to Ext D(1) have been filed by 

defendant without taking any leave from this Court as such 

those documents are not admissible cannot be received in evidence as 

it is filed without taking any leave. In absence of any documentary proof it 

cannot be held that defendant have acquired title over schedule B land.  

 

Admittedly , defendant have claimed to have purchase the schedule B land 

vide unregistered sale deed Ext B which is cannot be received as evidence as 

discussed earlier. Even if the Ext B would have been filed with leave of this 

Court then also said documents would not have been admissible in evidence in 

proof of title since said Ext B is  an unregistered documents. 

javascript:fnOpenGlobalPopUp('/ba/disp.asp','287251','1');
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Section 17(b)(1)  of Registration Act provides that among others 

things that all non testamentary instruments which purports or 

operate to create, declare, assign, limit or extinguish , any right title 

or interest must be compulsorily registered.  

But in the case the Ext B is not registered documents. Hence no title 

was conveyed vide Ext B to the vendee.  

I have gone through the provision of section 49 of Registration Act which is 

reproduced below--- 

49. Effect of non registration of documents required to be 

registered.--- No documents required by section 17 (or by any provision of 

transfer of property Act 1882( 4 of 1882) to be registered shall--- 

(a) affect any immovable property comprised therein. 

Or 

(b) confer any power to adopt, or 

(c) be received as evidence of any transaction affecting such 

property or conferring such property,  

Unless it has been registered. 

Provided that an unregistered documents affecting immovable property and 

required by this Act or Transfer of Property Act 1882( 4 of 1882). To be 

registered may be received as evidence of a contract in a suit for specific 

performance under Chapter II of Specific Relief Act. 1877 (1 of 1877) or as 

evidence of any collateral transaction not required to be effected by registered 

instruments. 

Expanding the scope of the requirement for compulsory registration, the Apex 

Court in Raghunath v. Kedarnath AIR 1969 SC 1316 held- 

 

―by the enactment of Act 21 of 1922 which by inserting in Section 49 of the 

Registration Act the words ―or by any provision of the Transfer of Property 
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Act, 1882‖ has made it clear that the documents in the supplemental list i.e. 

the documents of which registration is necessary under the Transfer of 

Property Act but not under the Registration Act fall within the scope of Section 

49 of the Registration Act and if not registered are not admissible as evidence 

of any transaction affecting any Immovable property comprised therein, and 

do not affect any such immovable property.‖  In the same judgment it was 

held that an unregistered document cannot be received in evidence of any 

transaction covered by registered document. 

Hence as per section 49 of Registration Act unregistered documents cannot be 

received in evidence as evidence of any transaction affecting the immovable 

property. Since admittedly, the Ext B, , is an unregistered documents hence as 

per section 49 of Registration Act same cannot be admissible in evidence to 

prove  that defendant have acquired title over schedule B land. As such the 

defendant failed to prove title over schedule B land. But same will not 

strengthen the case of plaintiff. No counter claim is filed by defendant side. As 

discussed above, the plaintiff has sought declaration of right title and interest 

over schedule A and  B land as such burden is on plaintiff to prove title over 

suit A and B land.  

It is also settled law that plaintiff has to stand on its own leg and has to prove 

its case.  As stated above, PW1, Gopal Bora, brother of Late Umesh Ch.Bora in 

evidence as well as  in cross examination deposed There are two schedules in 

the amended plaint, the land under the dag no 13 and dag no 60 are two 

different lands. Late Umesh had filed the present suit claiming the suit land 

under the gift deed from Late Kehoram. According to the gift deed (Ext1),the 

land which was gifted by Late Kehoram (donor) to Late Umesh Bora (donee) 

falls under Dag no 13 PP no 23 of Da Ati Village. PW 1 also deposed that  

according to the entry in the Exhibit 2(Jamabandi)shown under the serial no 6 

vide Ext 2A,Umesh Bora has been shown as owner of 1 katha 5 lessa land of 

dag no 13 patta no 23 of village Da Aati.  

During cross examination PW 2 has stated plaintiff was his younger brother. 

The suit land is own land of Umesh Ch. Bora, Plaintiff which is purchased by 
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him. However again he has claimed that suit land measuring 3 bigha 14 lessas 

which belongs to Dag no. 60 and Patta No. 23.are ancestral property of his 

father which is beyond pleading. Since the above statement is beyond 

pleading as such same could not be looked into for proving the  title of 

plaintiff over suit B land.     

Hence, from the above discussion it appears that there is no pleading and 

evidence showing that when and how plaintiff has taken possession of 

schedule  B land. The plaintiff has not exhibited any  deed pertaining to 

schedule dag no 60 and P.P no 23  schedule B land in proof of his title . 

Admittedly Ext 1 relates to schedule A land and not schedule B land. 

Moreover, in plaint  the plaintiff has not claimed title over schedule B on the 

basis of any gift.. As held by this Court herein above, vide Ext 1, only schedule 

A was gifted to plaintiff. Ex 1 is not executed in respect of schedule B land.  

The plaint, evidence of PWs remained silent about execution of any gift deed 

or other deed in respect of schedule B land under dag no 60 P.P no 23. Hence 

, plaintiff failed to prove that Kehoram Keot has executed Ext 1 in respect of 

schedule B land. Scanning the evidence of PWs and DWs this Court held that 

Schedule A was conveyed through Ext 1 and schedule B land was not 

conveyed through Ext 1 in favour of plaintiff.  

From the above discussion this Court held that Late Kehoram Keot 

has executed Gift deed no 356 of 1993 in favour of plaintiff in 

respect of schedule A land.  

It is also held by this Court that  Gift deed no 356 was not executed 

by Kehoram Keot in respect of schedule B land under dag no 60 P.P 

no 23.  

This issue is decided partly in affirmative and partly in negative.  

 

23) Issue no 5 Whether the plaintiff is entitled to get the decree as 

prayed for? 
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The plaintiff has sought for relief of declaration of right, title and interest and  

confirmation of possession over schedule A and schedule B land and for 

permanent injunction. However, the issue no 4 is decided partly in affirmative 

and partly in negative wherein this Court held that Late Kehoram Keot has 

executed Gift deed no 356 of 1993 in favour of plaintiff in respect of 

schedule A land. It is also held that plaintiff has been possessing the land 

under dag no 13 P.P no 23 i.e schedule A land. As such the plaintiff has 

acquired right title and interest over schedule A land on the basis of  

registered Gift Deed no 356 of 1993.  

 

Hence, in view of the plaintiff is entitled to decree of declaration of 

right, title and interest and possession in respect of Schedule A land 

under dag no 13 P.P no 23. 

It is also held by this Court that  Gift deed no 356 was not executed 

by Kehoram Keot in respect of schedule B land under dag no 60 P.P 

no 23.  

 

24) The plaintiff also claimed right , title and interest over schedule B land. 

However,  as discussed above,  the  issue no 4 is decided partly in negative 

wherein this Court held that Kehoram Keot has not  executed Ext  1 in favour 

of plaintiff in respect of schedule B land under dag no 60 P.P no 23 . There is 

no  pleading and Iota of evidence from the side of plaintiff to show as to how 

he has acquired title over schedule B land. Moreover he pleading of plaintiff 

disclosed nothing as to execution of Ext 1 in respect of Schedule B land under 

dag no 60. Regarding this land under Schedule B of the plaint PW 2 deposed 

that this land is their ancestral property. However, there is no leading in 

regarding above evidence. As such same is beyond pleading and cannot be 

looked into.  The plaintiff has failed to prove that plaintiff has right , title and 

interest over schedule B under dag no 60 P.P no 23.  

 

 Since , plaintiff has failed  to prove his title over schedule B land 

under dag no 60 P.P no 23 as such this Court is for the opinion that 
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plaintiff is not entitled to right tile and interest and confirmation of 

possession regarding schedule B land under dag no 60 P.P no 23. 

 

This issue is decided partly in affirmative and partly in negative.  

 

Order 

 

In conclusion the suit is partly decreed  on contest with cost. It is declared 

that plaintiff is entitled to right, title and interest and confirmation of 

possession over schedule A land under dag no 13 PP no 23 of Da Ali Village . 

The plaintiff is not entitled to right , title and interest and possession over 

schedule B land under dag no 60 P.P no 23 of Da-Ali village. The defendants 

are restrained permanently from disturbing the peaceful possession of plaintiff 

in schedule A land under dag no 13 P.P no 23. 

Prepare a decree accordingly. 

This judgment and order is delivered and operative part of this judgment is 

pronounced in the open court today, the 27th day of January 2017 under my 

hand and seal. 

 

 

 

 

Munsiff No 1  

Sonitpur Tezpur 
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APPENDIX 

(A) Plaintiff’s Witness 

PW-1 – Gopal Bora 

PW 2 Mahesh Bora 

 

(B) Plaintiff’s Exhibits 

Ext 1—Gift Deed bearing no  356 of 1993. 

Ext 2 certified copy of jamabandi of  suit land. 

Ext 3 land revenue receipt. 

 (C)Defendants witness 

1.  Gobin Ch Keot 

2) Jubili Bora 

3. Mridul Kr Bora 

 (D) Defendants Exhibits  

Ext A Money receipt dated 10/11/2004  

Ext A(1) thumb impression of Mohan Bora  

Ext A(2) signature of Jogen Bora 

Ext B unregistered sale deed  dated 25/12/2004  

Ext B(1) signature of Mohan Bora 

Ext B(2) signature of Jogen Bora 

Ext C money receipt dated 5/2/2008 

Ext C(1) signature of Shailendra Bora 

Ext D money receipt dated 25/3/2013. 

Munsiff No 1  

Sonitpur Tezpur 


